
We’ve recently heard from many loyal architects who were disappointed to learn that building integrated photovoltaic’s is useless. We 
recognize that this was a chance. Starting today, rawlemon introduced the next generation photovoltaic’s power module.

Press release

ß.studio Barcelona-November 12, 2012 - rawlemon* today introduced MicroTrack, combining three products - a revolutionary concentration photovoltaic module, 
a full transparent ball lens screen with multimedia LED video wall, and a breaktrough micro dual-axis tracking unit with Triple Junction high efficiency solar cells - 
into one full building integrated photovoltaic module. MicroTrack introduces a unique optical tracking system based on ultratransmission glass ball lens to 
concentrate light onto a small Triple Junction Cell and pioneering a new decoupled built-in dual tracking system. MicroTrack also features a mini-LED projector 
technology that allows changing a façade to a digital information wall.

"rawlemon's MicroTrack is a revolutionary and fascinating product that is literally five years ahead of any other photovoltaic module", said André Broessel, 
rawlemon's founder. "We are all thinking to protect better our environment. MicroTrack is the most transparent and efficient module technology ever seen and its 
full building integrated".

ß.torics technology by rawlemon

MicroTrack comes with revolutionary new ß.torics technology that allows to places the module in any inclination and surface of the building by simply tracking 
the sun. MicroTrack ultratransmission ball lenses concentrating even diffuse light to generate energy which no other solar concentrator system can do. That 
offers also northern countries to harnessing solar energy because of its concentration performance.

MicroTrack stunning micro dual-axis tracking unit, an industry first, is a built-in solution with low maintenance and without weather impact. The precise cell 
carrier is controlled by a low inertia DC microdrive system. Rawlemon has chosen a strategic partner to develop the unit, the best and most popular linear 
motion provider for small devices worldwide.

MicroTrack is the world’s most transparent photovoltaic module, also an industry first, while featuring Triple Junction high efficiency solar cells. A technology 
designed for space applications that only can work terrestrial with concentration. These built-in cells measure an unprecedented 5 square mm surface with the 
equal power output than a 400-times greater surface on competing silicon cells. Rawlemon has chosen Azur Space Solar Power cells, a company that supports 
almost third part of all satellites in deep space, to be rawlemons partner for MicroTrack.    

MicroTrack features a 60 mm thick Plug+Play Frame solution as well as a frameless solution that allows easily adapting to the most existing frame products, so 
that architects and planners have enough creative playgrounds.  

MicroTrack is a Video Wall

MicroTrack also features optionally a built-in multimedia LED technology that can be set up to a media façade. The stunning LED video wall display features full 
color LED’s projected by MicroTrack’s ultratransmission ball lenses with a pixel pitch of 50 mm diameter supporting light-trapping. Perhaps most importantly, it’s 
powered by the sun to be the most energy-efficient module. 

Pricing & Availability

MicroTrack will be available in Europe in July 2013, in the US and Asia late 2013, with a suggested retail price of €2.599 per square meter and minimal power 
output of 140 Watts in façades. Built-in to order options for multimedia LED technology include the ability to upgrade from one basic to three basic colors, with 
additional suggested retail price of €599 for the one basic color and € 649 for the three color module.

MicroTrack requires standard country specific energy grid connectors and for multimedia LED technologies a PC/MAC/iPhone/Android device with contemporary 
operating systems to control multimedia light/video content.
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Learn more about MicroTrack
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Please visit rawlemon.com. 

http://www.rawlemon.com/news2012.html

Stay tuned.

rawlemon’s reinvented photovoltaic’s power module is designed for better use of energy sources and efficiency. We think that we also can demonstrate that 
industry standards are to low and that our future is based on available technology instead of price wars. Our patent pending ß.torics technology follows our 
design concept: Let’s create energy where we use it – in our cities.
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